
Forex Footprint Trading: A

Comprehensive Mini-Course

Introduction to Forex Footprint Trading
In the fast-paced world of forex trading, gaining an edge is essential. Enter Forex
Footprint Charts, a powerful tool that transcends traditional candlestick charts. In this
mini-course, we’ll dive deep into what footprint trading is, why it matters, and practical
tips for leveraging footprint charts effectively.

What Are Forex Footprint Charts?
● Definition: Forex footprint charts are multidimensional charts that reveal

additional market variables overlaid on the standard candlestick chart.
● Key Components:

○ Volume Information: Footprints display the volume of sales orders within
each candlestick.

○ Bid-Ask Spreads: They provide insights into the spread between buyers’
bids and sellers’ asks.

○ Liquidity Levels: Traders can identify where liquidity pools accumulate.
● Scientific Insight: Footprint charts aggregate individual orders from market

participants, distributing them within each candlestick based on price and
volume.

Why Use Forex Footprint Charts?
1. Granular Insights:

○ Customize your analysis by focusing on specific variables (volume,
spreads, etc.).

○ Understand the struggle between buyers and sellers at different price
levels.

2. Precise Decision-Making:
○ Observe real-time buying and selling pressure.
○ React swiftly to market movements.

3. Trend Identification:
○ Spot trends, support, and resistance levels accurately.



○ Predict future price movements based on footprint patterns.

Types of Footprint Charts
1. Footprint Profile:

○ Visualizes volume at each price level using a vertical histogram.
○ Reveals where liquidity pools accumulate.

2. Bid/Ask Footprint:
○ Color-codes real-time volume for easy identification of buyer and seller

influence.
3. Delta Footprint:

○ Displays the net difference between volume initiated by buyers and sellers.
○

Practical Tips for Footprint Trading
1. Pattern Recognition:

○ “P” Pattern: Narrow body in the lower half, wide body in the upper half.
Indicates sellers exiting positions after a downward movement.

○ “B” Pattern: Narrow body in the upper half, wide body in the lower half.
Suggests buyers exiting positions after an uptrend phase.

2. Combine with Other Tools:
○ Pair footprint charts with level 2 quote charts or depth of market (DOM)

charts.
○ Enhance your understanding of market dynamics.

Conclusion
Forex footprint trading unveils hidden market secrets. Whether you’re a seasoned trader
or a curious beginner, integrating footprint charts into your analysis can give you a
competitive edge. Remember, understanding footprints is like deciphering the market’s
secret language—so dive in, explore, and elevate your trading game!


